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Public CounselPublic Counsel is the nation's largest not-for-profit
law firm specializing in delivering pro bono legal
services. Founded in 1970, Public Counsel has
been a beacon of hope and justice for those who
have nowhere else to turn.

The William O. Douglas Award DinnerThe William O. Douglas Award Dinner is an annual
event attended by over 1,200 leaders from the business,
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legal, political, entertainment, and philanthropic
communities who gather together to support Public
Counsel's work and to recognize individuals whose

accomplishments have forever changed our nation and
our world for the better.

Past honorees and guests include: Hillary RodhamPast honorees and guests include: Hillary Rodham
Clinton, Elie Wiesel, President Bill Clinton, DoloresClinton, Elie Wiesel, President Bill Clinton, Dolores
Huerta, Sen. Elizabeth Dole, John Legend, BarbraHuerta, Sen. Elizabeth Dole, John Legend, Barbra

Streisand, Jane Lynch, and others.Streisand, Jane Lynch, and others.

Excerpt From Mike Farrell’s Acceptance SpeechExcerpt From Mike Farrell’s Acceptance Speech

“Thank God for Sanctuary workers, #metoo, Time’s Up, Black Lives“Thank God for Sanctuary workers, #metoo, Time’s Up, Black Lives
Matter, Colin Kaepernick, Matter, Colin Kaepernick, Mikey WeinsteinMikey Weinstein, Emma Gonzalez, David, Emma Gonzalez, David
Hogg, Salam Al-Maryati, Fred Nicholas, and the heroic staff at PublicHogg, Salam Al-Maryati, Fred Nicholas, and the heroic staff at Public
Counselfighting to bring this country to its senses.”Counselfighting to bring this country to its senses.”

“I cannot express enough the feeling of gratitude I have“I cannot express enough the feeling of gratitude I have
for our valiant MRFF advisory board member, Mikefor our valiant MRFF advisory board member, Mike
Farrell. Mike’s vibrance and passion for Civil RightsFarrell. Mike’s vibrance and passion for Civil Rights
inspire and humble me; that Mike saw fit to include myinspire and humble me; that Mike saw fit to include my
wife Bonnie and myself in this prestigious event was awife Bonnie and myself in this prestigious event was a
great privilege. And the fact that Mike mentioned mygreat privilege. And the fact that Mike mentioned my
name in his acceptance speech, alongside such esteemedname in his acceptance speech, alongside such esteemed
individuals, nearly brought me to tears.”individuals, nearly brought me to tears.”

-Mikey Weinstein-Mikey Weinstein
Founder & President of Military Religious FreedomFounder & President of Military Religious Freedom
FoundationFoundation
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Please donate!Please donate!

Make a donation
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